Eaton to the rescue... panelboards in one week, no quantity limits!

Need your panelboards in a hurry? Reduce project cycle time with Eaton’s One-Week Shipment Program.

Eaton’s industry-leading Pow-R-Line® 1a and Pow-R-Line 2a lighting and appliance panelboard offering just keeps getting better with the introduction of our One-Week Shipment Program. Qualifying panelboard orders will now ship from Eaton’s Juarez, Mexico plant in 7 days from release to manufacturing. Distributors supply the box via Eaton’s Box Stocking Program, and we supply the interior and trim. Guidelines and details for ordering are on page 2.

The One-Week Shipment Program helps reduce the overall project cycle time. When your customers need completely assembled panelboards, you can come to the rescue.
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Here's the fine print:

1. All orders must be configured with our Bid Manager™ program and must have a Max. Lead Time Code A (see graphic at right). No notes can be added to the panelboard takeoff or it will be considered Non-Standard and will not fall within this program.

2. The box is always supplied from the distributor stock. The required boxes on this program will be available via our published Box Stocking Program. The boxes cannot be shipped ahead or be requested on the order. Bid Manager takeoff must check the “Box Provided by Distributor” box, which can be found under the Standard Mods tab of the Bid Manager panelboard takeoff application.

3. Distributors should use the Box Stocking Program to replenish box inventory.

4. Any orders for Pow-R-Line 3a and Pow-R-Line 4 panelboards, or panelboards with a Lead Time Code other than A, will be scheduled based on published lead times.

The One-Week Shipment Program complements our Panelboard Stocking Programs (Pow-R-Stock and Pow-R-Stock PLUS), Distributor Box Program and Eaton Satellite quick-shipment capabilities.